Silver Tongue

A game about fortune-seekers trying to get their hands on as big a segment of wealth and riches as they can. They may be rivals, but they’re friendly rivals - while they may betray each other, they’re always charming, apologetic, or light-hearted about it.
Roughly the sort of swashbuckling easy-come easy-go alliance tone Pirates of the Carribean movies and Lupin the 3rd have.
Best with 5 players probably? Odd numbers work better because then you never have to rely on coinflips.

To Start Play
Going around the table, each player describes their fortune-seeker, answering four questions in their introduction: 
1.	How do they let their presence be known when they’re about to take something, or to let people know where they’ve been?
2.	What skill are they most known for?
3.	What do they look like?
4.	Why do they seek fortune? For money? Fame? The thrill of it?
Through describing their fortune seeker, they will start setting up the sort of world they’re in.
Choose the first Judge by rolling dice or some other arbitrary means. 

Poetry Round
The current Judge briefly states what the next obstacle to the treasure is - armed guards, a security system, a cliff, whatever.
A player will announce their intention to play as an Obstacle for this round by poetically narrating how very hard the obstacle is to overcome, how treacherous it is, how clever it is, etc.
Then each other player will chime in with their own poetic narration of how their fortune seeker attempts to overcome this.
The Judge selects the player whose poetic narration they liked best. If that player was an Obstacle, they gain 2 Trust tokens. Otherwise, they gain a McGuffin, which they can immediately name and narrate. Leave the exact purposes of McGuffins a little hazy.
By default, a player gains a Level 1 McGuffin. However, they may trade in any number of other McGuffins they’re holding to combine their levels with the Level 1 McGuffin, and may trade 3 Trust Tokens in to increase the level by 1 any number of times as well.

Trust Round
The player who won the Poetry round narrates which player they’re interacting with.
Either player may choose to start using puns in their conversation, starting a Duel, or using double entendres, starting a Seduction.
If any player says ‘cut’ before either of these things happen, then each of the players in the Trust Round gains a Trust token, and those players may then trade or give each other Trust Tokens and McGuffins freely.

Cutscenes
After taking their turn as a Judge, a player /may/ choose to spend Trust Tokens in the following ways:
They may spend 2 Trust Tokens to initiate a duel or seduction with either player who was just in the Trust Round.
They may spend 3 Trust Tokens to narrate their Fortune Seeker gaining a Level 1 McGuffin. They may trade in any number of other McGuffins they’re holding to combine their levels with the Level 1 McGuffin, but may not spend further Trust Tokens on this interaction.

Duels
In a Duel, each duelling player in turn makes a pun. In between those two players making puns, any other player may chime in with description of what the two are doing and the environment around them.
When a duelling player fails to make a pun(even a weak one is fine), any player may immediately call out ‘that's not the point’. If anyone else can point out a pun in those words, play continues, otherwise the player has lost the duel.
Otherwise, the play continues until anyone says ‘Cut’. If the duel ends this way, all players not involved in the duel vote who they think won. In the case of a tie, flip a coin.
The loser of the duel describes how they are bested or left vulnerable for a moment.
Then, the winner of the duel may describe leaving them in an awkward or precarious position. If they do, they may also take any one McGuffin from the loser of the duel, provided they describe it, and the loser of the duel loses a Trust Token, if they have any.
Alternately, the winner of the duel may help the loser out of their precarious situation instead. If they do so, they don’t gain a McGuffin, but each party in the duel gains a Trust Token.

Seductions
Seductions are identical to duels, except instead of puns, the seducing players make double entendres, and are judged on this basis.

Saying Cut
During Trust Rounds, Duels, and Seductions, each player has the power to say Cut to end the current scene.
Don’t use this ability tactically to stop players from getting to play the game - use it when the current scene makes you uncomfortable, or when the scene seems to have reached it's natural conclusion.

Endgame
Once a player has a Level 4(needs playtesting) or higher McGuffin, discard all other McGuffins from play.
One player - the one with the most Trust Tokens other than the player who has the remaining McGuffin - has a chance to steal by trading in all their trust tokens. If they refuse the chance, then the player with the second most does, and so forth.
The player who has the chance to steal can choose to resolve it with a Duel or Seduction.

Epilogue
After the Endgame, whoever has the McGuffin describes their glorious victory. They may choose to include any number of players with Trust Tokens in this Glorious Victory.
Then, the remainder of the players, from most Trust Tokens left to least(tiebreaker: whoever the McGuffin holder chooses), describe their outcome. If they were included in the Glorious Victory, they can narrate doing almost as well as the McGuffin holder, but not quite.
If they were not included, they instead describe how they barely make their escape from the dangerous situation that the Fortune Seekers were all in.
Whoever has no Trust tokens describes their humiliating or deadly defeat.

